Influence of bandwidth and phase shaping on laser induced breakdown spectroscopy with ultrashort laser pulses
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Abstract

We report on the influence of pulse duration, bandwidth, and phase shaping on femtosecond laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) and micromachining of metallic samples. Shorter pulses gave a lower threshold. Different phase functions were tested, and sample-dependent differences were found. Phase dependence was greater near threshold. When 30 fs pulses were stretched to 10 ps by linear chirp, little or no effect was measured on the LIBS signal, seemingly contradicting the advantages reported for femtosecond pulses. We determine that the bandwidth of the laser pulses is inversely proportional to the LIBS threshold.

© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Since the invention of the laser, scientists recognized its ability to generate a spark when focused on any material [1]. The spark, resulting from plasma formation, carries characteristic atomic emissions that can be used to identify the composition of the target. Interest in the technique for its ability to provide atomic composition remotely, with minimal sample preparation, has remained strong and has evolved with laser technology. Here we explore the effect of phase on LIBS signal from metallic samples using ultrashort laser pulses. The present work is relevant to related work on micromachining and desorption with femtosecond lasers.

Nanosecond LIBS suffers some limitations due to inefficient coupling of the laser pulse energy into the sample. The laser creates a plasma, which couples with the bulk (electron–phonon coupling) and supplies the energy for melting, followed by evaporation and excitation of the gas phase atoms [2,3]. The inefficient coupling requires high energies per pulse, typically in the 10–100 mJ/pulse range, and leaves a scar caused by melting [2,3]. The low cost and ease of use of the nanosecond laser has resulted in ns-LIBS applications in the steel industry [4], environmental monitoring of stack emissions [5], trace elements in water [6,7], and soil [8], art restoration [9,10], and even space exploration [11].

The ablation process in femtosecond LIBS is very different. The electric field causes inner ionization of the atoms (1–5 fs), followed by outer ionization within the pulse (~35 fs). This highly unstable multi-ionized system triggers a Coulomb explosion within ~200 fs. Ablation is limited by the optical penetration depth at low fluences. Reduced thermal damage, lower threshold fluences, and less or no material deposition is attributed to the direct transition of material to the vapor or plasma [12–14]. Only at very high fluences (150 mJ/pulse) is melting observed, as evidenced by crater formation and microsecond emission [15,16]. The higher efficiency of fs-LIBS results in higher reliability, making it a potentially valuable analytical method [14,17–20]. The goal of this work is to determine the most efficient method to deliver photons to a sample to produce a reproducible LIBS signal.
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2. Experimental

Experiments were performed using a regeneratively amplified Ti:Sapphire laser. A MIIPS box pulse shaper [21] was used to correct phase distortions, resulting in transform limited (TL) pulses centered at 800 nm (35 fs, \( \sim 750 \mu J \text{/pulse at 1 kHz} \)). The laser beam was focused with a 100 mm lens. The focal spot diameter was 26 \( \mu \text{m} \) as measured from single pulse holes on metal. Laser intensity was varied from 0 to 150 \( \mu J \text{ per pulse} \). The signal was collected at a \( \sim 45^\circ \) angle with a fiber coupled high-resolution miniature spectrometer (HR4000-Ocean Optics) and averaged 1 s.

Laser power dependence was measured using a monochromator a photomultiplier and was averaged with a box-car integrator. A time gate was used to avoid the prompt (first 5 ns) broadband plasma emission. The signal collected corresponded to the atomic emission with characteristic 30–60 ns decay time. The samples used for this study were 6061 aluminum, copper, and brass disks spun at \( \sim 4800 \text{ rpm} \).

3. Results

3.1. Laser power dependence

Laser power dependence measurements were carried out by selecting spectral lines from the LIBS spectra (Cu I at 521.820 nm, Al I at 396.152 nm and Zn I at 481.053 nm in brass). For atomic lines, the fast rise was followed by a slow decay characteristic to atomic emission (30–60 ns). Lack of melting was confirmed by microscopic analysis of clean edged micromachined holes.

Laser power dependence results are shown in Fig. 1, where the LIBS intensity is plotted as a function of laser pulse energy. The threshold values obtained with TL pulses are in the 3–5 \( \mu J \text{/pulse levels and are very low compared to typical LIBS experiments carried out with three to five orders of magnitude higher energy per pulse} \) [13–15]. The threshold energy density was 0.6 for aluminum, 0.5 for copper and 0.8 for brass, all in \( J/cm^2 \). This implies micromachining sub-0.5 mm features should be possible with single nano-Joule per pulse lasers.

3.2. Chirp dependence

We evaluated the effect of linear chirp, which has been shown to enhance the yield of multiphoton-initiated chemical reactions [22], and fs-LIBS emission [15]. Measurements from \(-10,000\) to \(10,000 \text{ fs}^2 \) were carried out precisely using the MIIPS box pulse shaper at 50 and 150 \( \mu J \text{/pulse (not shown).} \) In Fig. 2, we note that chirp pro-
duce a 30% change in the overall LIBS signal for aluminum and a slightly smaller effect for copper. At much greater chirp values (inserts), the signal increases by as much as 40% compared to TL pulses. Signal was still higher than for TL pulses with a chirp of 130,000 fs², obtained by moving the compressor grating, implying that 35-fs pulses with energy just above threshold produce the same amount of LIBS signal as a pulses that are 10.3 ps long. This striking result is explored below.

3.3. Effect of sine phase modulation

We evaluated the dependence of femtosecond LIBS on sinusoidal phases inspired by their effect on multiphoton intrapulse interference (MII) and control of multiphoton processes on molecules, proteins, and nonlinear optical crystals [23–26]. The measurements were carried out by introducing phase functions in the frequency (ω) domain defined by \( \phi(\omega) = 3\pi/2\cos(\gamma \omega - \delta) \), where \( \gamma \) is the bandwidth of the pulse (~1/35 fs) and \( \delta \) determines the position of the mask with respect to the spectrum of the pulse. The resulting LIBS signal is plotted as a function of \( \delta \) in Fig. 3.

These measurements were obtained with pulse energies three to five times above the LIBS threshold. When the intensity was increased to 30 times the LIBS threshold, the effect of the sinusoidal modulation decreased from 20% to less than 10% (data not shown).

3.4. Binary phase dependence

We explored the effect of binary phase functions (10 bit resolution) on Al and Cu. Binary phase functions have been shown to be effective for achieving selective multiphoton excitation in condensed phase and enhancing selective fragmentation in molecular beam experiments [27–30]. A total of 512 binary phase functions were tested. These experiments explored the ability of tailored pulses to selectively probe different species. The results obtained are given in Fig. 4 as a three-dimensional map in which each binary phase function is assigned an \( x \)–\( y \) coordinate pair according to its first and last five values

\[
\begin{align*}
    x &= b_02^0 + b_12^1 + b_22^2 + b_32^3 + b_42^4 \\
    y &= b_02^0 + b_12^1 + b_22^2 + b_32^3 + b_42^4.
\end{align*}
\]

The \( b_i \) coefficients correspond to the value the binary phase function takes at that position, zero or \( \pi \). The different patterns observed in the binary phase maps indicate a fundamental difference in the coupling of the laser energy into the substrate. The pattern obtained for copper indicates TL pulses produce higher LIBS intensity while modulation of the pulse into sub-pulses is best for aluminum.

4. Discussion

Our results with TL pulses confirm very low thresholds for LIBS emission with femtosecond pulses [31]. Positive chirp results in a greater efficiency compared to negative chirp which as observed by Rohwetter et al. using much more intense fs pulses [15,16]. A theoretical model to explain this behavior is currently not available. The most striking result is that stretching the pulse by a factor of \( \sim 300 \) yields signals that are slightly higher than those observed for TL pulses, despite the fact that the laser pulse energy is near threshold. We contrast this observation with the expected signal from a two- or three-photon excitation.
process where the effect of stretching the pulse by such a factor would lead to a signal decrease of five or seven orders of magnitude, respectively. This surprising observation indicates that the LIBS process is limited by the timescale of electron–phonon coupling and of atoms leaving the bulk. As the pulses are stretched, there is a transition from the fs-LIBS model, in which the laser energy is confined, to the ns-LIBS model, in which the energy couples to the bulk causing melting.

The relative insensitivity of LIBS to pulse duration would seem to contradict the better efficiencies and better micromachining characteristics found for picosecond and femtosecond laser pulses [12,15]. Therefore, we explored the effect of bandwidth by introducing a set of slits in the compressor of the regenerative pulse amplifier, where the pulse is frequency-dispersed, and measured the LIBS threshold at multiple bandwidths. Results, shown in Fig. 5, indicate that the greater the bandwidth, the lower the threshold. This observation allows us to conclude that efficient LIBS on metallic surfaces is highly dependent on bandwidth; however, for micromachining purposes, pulse durations below 1 ps are required to avoid melting and control depth [31]. Although changes in the bandwidth cause changes in the pulse duration, we have already shown, through the chirped pulse measurements, that pulse duration alone does not affect the LIBS threshold.

The observed effects of sinusoidal modulation are consistent with the observations regarding chirp. When $\delta = \pi$, the phase function can be approximated by a positive chirp, which was observed to yield a higher LIBS signal. When $\delta = 0$, the phase function can be approximated by a negative chirp, which was observed to yield a lower LIBS signal. At $\delta = \pi/2$, the phase function has, within the FWHM of the pulse, a linear dependence resulting in near-TL excitation; inspection of the results in Fig. 3 shows a slight enhancement at this value. The dependence of LIBS on sinusoidal phase modulation, however, was not as significant as that of multiphoton processes [26].

![Fig. 5. Femtosecond LIBS threshold dependence on the bandwidth of the pulse (full-width at half maximum). Each data point is the average of three power dependence measurements.](image)

Binary phase functions showed clear differences between copper and aluminum. In copper, TL pulses yielded the highest LIBS signal; Aluminum required greater pulse modulation. This observation can be correlated with the experiments from Rohwetter et al., where fs-LIBS signal was easily obtained from copper but not aluminum [15]. Presumably, this is due to the aluminum-oxide layer. We tested a dual-pulse arrangement to enhance the sensitivity of fs-LIBS and to explore selectivity towards a particular element, to test if we could observe enhancements similar to dual-pulse ns-LIBS [32–35]. Our results showed no enhancement for either TL or binary phase functions over those reported here for single pulses. We attribute this lack of two-pulse enhancement to the fact that we are exciting near the LIBS threshold and that there is no significant delayed emission caused by melting of the sample.

5. Conclusions

We find, as had been reported earlier, that femtosecond pulses lead to lower LIBS thresholds. Here, we determine that the reason for this enhancement is the additional bandwidth of ultrashort pulses, rather than their duration. This was confirmed by our measurements with 30 fs pulses stretched to a length of 10 ps, and also by the dependence of LIBS threshold on bandwidth. A 40% increase in LIBS emission was found for positive linear chirp. The effects of sinusoidal and binary modulation showed more modest enhancements with differences between aluminum and copper. These changes reflect a shift from a highly localized excitation followed by fast Coulomb explosion to a slower process where electron phonon coupling leads to melting. Our experiments show that LIBS efficiency improves with bandwidth well beyond what is available using the typical picosecond laser. This finding, therefore, supports the use of broad bandwidth pulses for efficient LIBS. Phase control of ultrashort (broad bandwidth) pulses will be valuable in laser machining and will improve reproducibility and selectivity in analytical LIBS applications, especially when minimal disturbance of the substrate is required.
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